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***

The big money media that have been working for a year to stir  up maximum fear of
coronavirus have been taking the opposite tack regarding coronavirus vaccines.  These
experimental vaccines, which are not even vaccines under the normal understanding of
what qualifies as a vaccine, rushed to the public without the regular testing, the big money
media insists, are safe and should be taken by everyone.

Yet, even in this Pollyanna coverage of the experimental vaccines, occasionally the truth
slips out.

On February 3, ABC News ran an article by Stephanie Widmer titled “Fact-check: No link
between COVID-19 vaccines and those who die after receiving them.”

The main thrust of the article is that all the people who die after taking the experimental
coronavirus vaccines would have died anyway: The vaccine never caused the death no
matter how soon the death occurred after a person received a shot or how out of the blue
and strange the circumstances of the death.

The deaths are all just a coincidence, the article suggests. Plenty of people — around 8,000
people according to the article — die each day in America, you know.

This seems like some fanciful thinking. And the thinking is the opposite of the thinking
employed in attributing deaths to coronavirus. With coronavirus, the presumption generally
employed by government and big money media in America is that coronavirus is the killer if
a person who tested positive for coronavirus dies, no matter what other health problems he
had and irrespective of coronavirus tests producing many false positive results.

Still, there is some value in this ABC News article for people not interested in reading yet
another  big  money media  article  promoting  everyone having  an  experimental  vaccine
injected into  his  arm.  Around halfway through the article  is  a  sentence that  suggests
something much less fanciful to explain the conclusion that the experimental coronavirus
vaccines kill nobody. The article states. “Every time someone gets sick or dies shortly after
getting a vaccine, government agencies investigate to ensure there’s no link.” Is this the
truth slipping out?
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